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Introductions



1. Why Most Franchisors Should be Making an FPR! 

2. How to Use Item 19 to Support your Value to Franchisees and Meet 
their Needs

3. There are Creative Ways to Use FPRs

4. Some Best Practices on Presenting the FPR to Prospects
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Takeaways



• What is an FPR?

“Financial performance representation” means any representation, 
including any oral, written, or visual presentation to a prospective 
franchisee, including a representation in the general media, that 
states, expressly or by implication, a specific level or range of actual 
or potential sales, income, gross or net profits.  The term includes a 
chart, table, or mathematical calculation that shows possible results 
based on a combination of variables.
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Financial Performance Representations

In plain English:  “What kind of sales or profits can 

I expect or have others achieved?”



1. They must be included in Item 19 of the FDD.

2. Franchisor must have a reasonable basis for the 

representation at the time it is made to each prospective 

franchisee.

3. Franchisor must have written substantiation for the 

representation.
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General Rules Concerning FPRs



Why do only half of franchisors include an 
FPR in their FDD?

1.“We do not have enough representative 
units open.”

2.“The numbers are not good.”

3.“We do not have reliable numbers.”

4.“We have plenty of successful franchisees 
who can give this information/franchises sell 
themselves.”

5.“My attorney told me not to.”
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Financial Performance Representations



Strategy Work: Pre-Item 19
Question #1

• What is your value proposition 
as a franchise opportunity? 

– Franchise buyers don’t buy a 
franchise, they buy a desired 
future.

– What does your model 
predictably produce?



Question #2
Who is your target franchise buyer(s)?

• Who has what it takes to win?

• Who finds your value 
proposition valuable?



The Bottom Line
Item 19 must…

• Support your value 
proposition (tell your 
story)

• Support the demands 
of your target franchise 
buyer



• Value Proposition
– Growth industry

– Well positioned

– Long term sustainability 
and equity

• Target Franchisee
– White collar executive

– Long term investor



Significant Year-Over Year 
Increases

Population continues to age 
predictably revenue will 

continue to grow



• Value Proposition

– Safe, secure investment

– Highly Scalable

• Target Franchise Buyer

– Professional Manager

– Disciplined, growth-
minded investor





Approx. Avg Unit Sales

$108 K OP 
23K Royalties
85K Net

If…80% LTV on 300K
32K annual payments 

over 10 years

Net 53K on approx. 60K 
cash investment (88% 
Cash on Cash Return) 





Non-Traditional FPRs



Non-Traditional FPRs

Hotel franchise systems typically provide:
• Average room rates

• Average occupancy percentage

• RevPAR

• Contribution to occupancy from Frequent Stay Program

• Contribution to occupancy from Reservation System



Non-Traditional FPRs

• Franchisees who attended last year's conference.  (Typically shows 

better numbers and encourages franchisees to attend the 

conference.)

• Uplift from remodeling.  (Hopefully, this will show better numbers.  

And encourage remodeling.)





Presenting and Discussing the FDD

(Specifically Item 19 with a Candidate - AlphaGraphics)

 Where in the process we release the FDD

 Our protocol with disclosure best practices (recorded release and 

acceptance)

 Specific and dedicated call with the candidate (typically minimum of one 

hour depending on the profile of the candidate). May need to be broken 

into two calls.



Presenting and Discussing the FDD

(Specifically Item 19 with a Candidate - AlphaGraphics)

(Continued)

 Restate the general FTC guidelines before starting and confirm their 

understanding

 Use highlight method in most Item #’s but deeper dive in Item 19

 Communicate how they can use the data and FPR information 

contained in the FDD along with validation to build out questions to 

other Franchisees as well as their initial funding/business plan



Presenting and Discussing the FDD

(Specifically Item 19 with a Candidate - AlphaGraphics)

(Continued)

 Steering vs. segmenting for validation

 Identify and discuss top line trends (overall network sales, average/median 

unit sales, center count) as a means to “set the stage”

 Explain how the data is collected and reinforce its accuracy

 If a full P&L style Item 19 is used, walk through each expense line and 

overview what is typically included in each



Presenting and Discussing the FDD

(Specifically Item 19 with a Candidate - AlphaGraphics)

(Continued)

 Explaining the difference between EBITDA and NOC and how 

through validation NOC can be better defined

 Disclaimers & cautions

 Summation – how we make our FDD and Item 19 not just a legal 

document but a bona fide selling tool



Franchisees want this information.

The majority of franchisors now provide the information.

If you do not provide FPR information in your FDD you should reassess 

your reasons for not doing so.  

Don’t be afraid to get creative – as long as the disclosure is accurate, has a 

reasonable basis and is not misleading.
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The Conclusion
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Takeaways

1. Why Most Franchisors Should be Making an FPR! 

2. How to Use Item 19 to Support your Value to Franchisees and 
Meet their Needs

3. There are Creative Ways to Use FPRs

4. Some Best Practices on Presenting the FPR


